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The objective of the research was to understand the impact of principal’s managerial and academic supervision competencies on teacher professionalism of public junior secondary school in Punggur Regency Central Lampung. The subject of the research were 30 teachers of two public junior secondary schools in Punggur regency.

This research was quantitative with expost facto approach which aimed to study the appeared phenomena and its causal factors. Data collection method was questionnaire with Likert Scale was used to collect the data at the research. The data analysis method used simple linear regression and double regression. To know the equation of regression is using T-test and F-test.

The results of the research showed that the impact of principal managerial competency toward teacher professionalism in public junior secondary schools in Punggur was 63,0%, and the impact principal academic supervision competency toward teacher professionalism in public junior secondary schools in Punggur was 63,4%, at last the impact of both of the principal competency toward teacher professionalism of public junior secondary schools in Punggur was 77,9%. It were meanted that there were some significant impact between principal managerial competency toward teachers’ professionalism at public junior secondary schools in Punggur Regency Central Lampung, and there were positive significant impact between principal’s academic supervision toward teachers’ professionalism at public junior secondary schools in Punggur Regency Central Lampung, and also at the same time there were positive significant impact of both principal’s managerial and academic supervision competencies toward teachers’ professionalism at public junior secondary schools in Punggur Regency Central Lampung.
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